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Overview of the Year

Our main area of focus was to condense and give more purpose to each project, by using design booklets
for each project.. We wanted to pose a problem for children to solve rather than telling them what they had
to do. This gives the children more ownership and chance to be creative while using the skills taught. Each
project is now evaluated against a design criteria, focusing the children’s evaluative skills. We focused on
ensuring progression through the use of the toolkit for each year group and Key Stage. We ensured each
project covered design, make, evaluate and ensuring the children were given the chance to gain the
technical knowledge needed for each project. We made sure that the FAG statements linked to one part of
the cycle throughout the year, giving coverage to the complete cycle. KAPOW has supported year groups in
the planning and teaching of D&T where relevant.
January 2022 - June 2022 - Following discussions with SLT around progression and coverage, the decision
was made to implement KAPOW as our sole provider of planning throughout the school. Year Groups were
given units to try and by September all Year Groups will be using KAPOW units for all of their projects while
continuing to evidence all areas of the cycle using the St. Mark’s design booklets. These will still include
having a problem to solve, opportunities to embed skills and show creativity. This improvement to our D&T
curriculum has meant that we have full coverage of all aspects of D&T throughout KS1 and KS2. This has
led us to create a detailed progression of skills and assessment focuses for each project.
September 2022 - All Year Groups are implementing KAPOW planning as well as including an assessment
quiz to check understanding of technical knowledge. Assessment criteria has been set for all projects across
the school, ensuring assessment coverage of the design, make, evaluate cycle.
March 2023 - KAPOW planning has been embedded in all year groups. Confidence and enthusiasm has
improved throughout the school. Pupil conferencing has shown that children have enjoyed their projects.
The uniqueness of each product has improved and children have more freedom and confidence when
creating a product. Governors were updated on the progress of our subject. New planning and coverage has
raised the profile of D&T. D&T club was offered for the Spring term, giving children the chance to be creative
and complete the design, make, evaluate cycle for a product of their choosing.

Curriculum Intent, Implementation, Impact - reflect on your intent, what has been implemented & the impact this has had

Intent Design and technology is an inspiring, rigorous and practical subject. Using creativity and
imagination, pupils design and make products that solve real and relevant problems
within a variety of contexts, considering their own and others’ needs, wants and values.
They acquire a broad range of subject knowledge and draw on disciplines such as
mathematics, science, engineering, computing and art. Pupils learn how to take risks,
become resourceful, innovative, enterprising and capable citizens. Through the
evaluation of past and present design and technology, they develop a critical
understanding of its impact on daily life and the wider world.

Implementation In all year groups teachers will use the Toolkit, supported by the KAPOW documents to
plan, teach and assess each D&T project. Teachers teach the key skills focused on in
each project while maintaining a focus on health and safety. Teachers pose a real life
problem to the children to solve which is linked to their termly topic (where appropriate).
Children are given the chance to research similar products and learn the specific skills
before working through the D&T cycle of design, make and evaluate scaffolded by their
project booklet. Each product is designed with a specific design criteria which the children
use as a basis of evaluation at the end of each project.



June 2022 - Teachers will use the MTPs formulated from KAPOW as the basis of their
planning. Teachers will use the new assessment formats which have been updated in line
with KAPOW and ensures progression through each key element of D&T and the design,
make, evaluate cycle.

Impact Children’s design booklets are used to structure each project and include designs, final
photos and evaluations based on the design criteria. Children develop and build on each
skill from the cycle throughout the key stage and this is assessed against the FAG
statements in each Year Group.
June 2022 - Assessment has been updated in line with whole school changes. Teachers
indicate areas individual children across the cohort will need support with to ensure they
can access the learning in the next year group.

What Performance Information do you monitor for your subject? - such as book looks, data, planning, pupil conferencing etc

Project Booklets including photos of finished designs, year group planning, Assessments against the year
group FAG statements.
June 2022 - Assessments are in line with whole school changes to ensure progression across the school
and coverage of each area of the design, make, evaluate cycle.
September 2022 - HR to complete pupil conferencing in Autumn term subject time
September - March 2023 - Children have been conferenced in all year groups and observations have been
completed across KS2. Pictures have been shared with subject leaders from multiple staff members. The
assessment documents have been completed.

What was progress like within your subject? - eg - good, assessment shows …

Assessments show that children make good progress against the termly FAG statements, linked to the DT
cycle of Design, make and evaluate. This will be continually monitored throughout the year.
June 2022 - New assessment process will show clearer progression and areas which need
support/development. Booklets will now include a technical knowledge quiz for the end of a project.
March 2023 - Progress is now monitored through assessments and progression of skills documents.
Teachers have commented on the journey children will be going on as KAPOW is further embedded. They
can see how the progression of skills will impact their journey.

What THREE questions are you considering for future developments in your subject? - eg - effective fieldwork,
teacher confidence, more engagement, pupil views, units that make the biggest impact and why etc
-How can we develop subject leader knowledge to increase confidence in supporting teachers in the skills
they need to teach?
June 2022 - From redevelopment of the D&T Curriculum, subject leaders confidence has increased.
KAPOW also provides a range of information and knowledge through videos, resources, plans, etc for
subject leaders and teachers to access.
-How can we initiate the use of Kapow to plan and teach DT effectively throughout the School?
- From September 2022 all D&T will be following KAPOW planning
-How can we develop the profile of health and safety to enable the children to have more independence
when using more high-risk equipment?
-How can we find out the children’s views of their DT learning, how engaged they are in projects and the
impact it has on their wider experiences?
- Is there a way to allow children a greater experience of a range of tools, resources, equipment, etc?

How does your subject help to further develop inclusion and diversity in and outside the school gates? - how
does your subject promote inclusion (SEND, vulnerable pupils, EAL etc) How does your subject promote & bring to life diversity?
-All children are given a range of opportunities to use and access tools and skills that can be used in later
life.
-D&T is a very inclusive subject and everyone can take part in the whole DT cycle regardless of their need.
-Children who need more help are given it by working in smaller groups/with 1:1 support and the structure of
the lesson can be flexible.
-The practical, hands-on nature of D&T suits children of all learning styles.

If there was ONE thing you could change or develop in your subject what would it be?

To organise and sort resources for each project to make them accessible and easy to find for each Year
Group. To audit resources and potentially buy more tools where required, based on Kapow planning.



September 2022 - now all planning is in place, resources will be checked and sorted ready for Year Groups
to access when required

What resources have you added to support your subject this year and what was their impact on learning? -eg
- new PE equipment, science equipment, history boxes, DT booklets etc.

D&T booklets were introduced and used in each project, this makes each project more meaningful, it gives
each project a better structure and supports the teachers in planning each unit.
KAPOW is the source of planning and contains videos, techniques and support for all teachers.

What key resources do you still need and why? Maximum of three!

We need to use our subject leader's time to audit current resources and assess what we need to get.

Why do we teach what we teach?

What are the
SIX key skills for
your subject?

To learn a skill required for the project.
To design a product which fits a design criteria and solves a given problem.
To make a product using creativity and resilience.
To evaluate a product to the design criteria, giving suggestions for improvements to their
product.
To show an understanding of the Technical Knowledge taught in each project.
To apply knowledge of other subjects e.g. maths for measuring, science for suitable
materials and art for creativity.

How do you
ensure that
every skill is
taught within
your subject?

The toolkit has given us the opportunity to ensure coverage of every skill needed in DT
throughout each year group and Key stage. We have ensured there is progression of
skills through the whole school and that the children build on their prior learning.The
project booklet ensures that the whole DT cycle is given time in each project and the FAG
statements are linked to each specific area, focussing on specific key skills.
June 2022 – Detailed progression of skills has been created.
September 2022 - Assessment is based on progression of skills.

What is your
rationale for the
curriculum
organisation of
your subject?
Inc. time allocation,
how often it is taught,
links to other subjects
& why,

Each year group decides on how to teach their DT project, depending on how it fits within
their curriculum. Some Year groups block their lessons, some do a lesson each week
some year groups do a DT day. Each year group teaches 3/4 units of DT to ensure
coverage of the National Curriculum.
June 2022 – To ensure coverage, year groups will complete 4-5 units of DT. Cross
curricular links have been checked with computing and science to ensure coverage.
Subject leaders have spoken to Year Group leaders and have discussed where projects
can be completed in a day or throughout a half term or block.

What have you
done to confirm
that everything
in the NC is
covered?

We cross-referenced our toolkits with the National Curriculum to ensure each National
Curriculum area is covered and we ensured progression in Key Skills is made throughout
the school
June 2022 – Detailed progression of skills has been created to show coverage.

Describe what a
good learner of
your subject
looks like when
they leave St
Mark’s.What are
the key components of
a good learner in your
subject?

Good Learners in DT show:

Creativity - Children are able to take a creative stance to solve a problem. Children make
links in their learning and apply skills taught to any situation.
Resilience - Children can persevere and problem solve.
Risk taking - Children are confident when taking on new problems and will try new
challenges.
Responsibility - Children are reflective and evaluate and always looking for ways to
improve.
Curiosity - children research new ideas and adapt existing products to suit their needs.
June 2022 – New assessment system highlights the expectation of a good learner within
each assessment focus.

What does marking, feedback and assessment look like in your subject? - think about Live Feedback, FAGS etc.



Lots of oral feedback given throughout each lesson. Modelling of key skills and support given to chidren who
need it (AfL). Flexible groupings created based on assessments in lessons, adaptable lesson structure used
to suit the learners and meet the needs of individuals. Formal assessments completed against FAG
statements. Children’s self assessment of their products completed on each project through their Evaluate
section of the booklet.
June 2022 – New assessment system highlights the expectation of a good learner within each assessment
focus which are completed by the class teacher for each project.
September 2022 - Technical knowledge assessment quiz is completed and recorded at the end of each unit.

How do you know marking, feedback and assessment has been effective for children’s progress?

This will be monitored through subject leader time by looking at the children’s completed booklets.
Through talking to teachers in each year group to find out the skills children have brought with them from
previous year group (prior learning). Teachers can feedback the impact of the children’s skill progression.
June 2022 – New assessment system gives teachers the chance to feedback for each project.
September 2022 - Pupil conferencing will be completed to get the children’s views of the progress they are
making.

What provision do you make for SEND & vulnerable children in your subject? - how is work scaffolded, how might tasks
be adapted?

Flexible groupings in lessons to ensure children are supported where needed.
Approaching each project without GDS/WTS expectations on children.

How do you ensure ‘challenge’ for all in your subject and in particular those who are GDS? - what could children
who progress quickly or already know things be challenged?

Finding out who is GDS in each year group by giving all children the chance to show that they could be GDS
by giving children the ownership of each challenge and seeing how they could solve the
problem.Challenging children to come up with their own solutions and giving children the chance to be
systematic and logical as they work through their project.

What training and development have you received in your subject? - courses, books read, social media followed, subject
associations joined etc.

HF and HR are members of the D&T association.
HF has been on a D&T course (2020) for new subject leaders.
HF and HR have both spent time researching the Kapow website.
HF and HR created a Subject Toolkit.
June 2022 - HF and HR have spent a significant amount of time on KAPOW creating progression of skills
document, MTPs and an academic planner.

How has this training and development impacted the learning and progress of children?

Through Hannah’s learning from her course we were able to see how a project should be structured and we
were able to use this knowledge to create a template for a project booklet.
In creating our subject toolkit we looked at each area of D&T for each year group in lots of detail and this
developed our subject knowledge.
June 2022 - As we fully engage with the KAPOW planning in September, children have access to a
progressive curriculum which ensures coverage

What barriers to developing your subject have you encountered and how have you overcome these? - If you
haven’t overcome these, you may want to write what would help.

Lockdowns have been a barrier to our subject development - but despite this, children were able to access
DT projects through home learning.
Not having easy access to the resources we currently have in school to find out what we have and what we
need.
June 2022 - Resources need sorting and organising to ensure each year group has access to the tools and
equipment required.

What are the key elements of your action plan for Jan 2022 - July 2023?



- Developing subject knowledge and understanding to support year group’s planning (knowing the
Kapow curriculum in depth) COMPLETED

- Effectively implement Kapow planning across the school, ensuring all staff are happy with where and
how the projects fit. COMPLETED

- Adapting and monitoring project booklets to ensure they are in line with Kapow and consistent across
the school. To be completed Autumn 2022 COMPLETED

- Creating a spreadsheet to show where skills have been taught for teachers to reference before
teaching to find out about prior learning. Shown in progression of skills document

- Pupil conferencing to see impact and engagement. To be completed Autumn 2022 COMPLETED
- Auditing ordering new resources to give children the resources the need for each project, ensuring

what we have for delivering the Kapow curriculum. To be completed Autumn 2022 Year groups order
when necessary.

What makes your subject ambitious?

- All children have access to the D&T curriculum with support where necessary
- Practical nature engages children
- High expectations and promoting challenge and independence when creating their own products
- Well-put together with clear progression of skills and sticky knowledge
- Technical vocabulary is taught within each unit and checked using the technical knowledge quiz
- Well delivered following KAPOW planning where there are videos to use when needed
- Booklets ensure consistency throughout school
- Meets the needs of our pupils and is adapted where needed
- Teaches core skills that children will need in life

What makes your subject tailored for St Mark’s Children?

- Children are given the opportunity to learn key skills which they may use in future careers
- Food and Nutrition is taught in each year group, building upon prior skills
- KAPOW planning ensures coverage of all areas for our children
- Links are clear between our computing and science curriculum

What are the key aspects of your subject that you want your children to learn?

- How to go through the design, make, evaluate cycle and adapt projects where needed
- Children create a project based on structures, mechanisms, electrical systems (KS2), textiles and

food and nutrition for each year group
- Children are taught key skills such as chopping, sawing, measuring and marking

What does SEN look like in your subject?

- Children are prepared before a lesson when equipment is used
- Adults are aware of learning plans or passports to identify how planning can be adapted to meet the

individual needs of the children
- Risk assessments for using tools
- Environments are calm and quiet, especially when using tools to help children regulate and stay safe
- Project booklets are adapted and scaffolded for children with additional needs


